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Abstract
Self-assembly is becoming increasingly important as a bottom-up route for achieving numerous highly ordered
patterns and structures and controlling multifunction at small scales. This talk will discuss a novel category of selfassembly driven by mechanical instability in soft composite materials. Historically, instability has been considered
as a mechanism for structural failure. In this talk, I will demonstrate how we harness instability for diverse
applications of mechanical self-assembly in biological morphogenesis, micro-fabrication, patterning, energy
harvesting, and environmental sustainability etc. Based on self-assembled buckling mechanisms, how mechanics
shapes the morphologies of various natural and biological systems, including fruits, vegetables, cells, and tissues,
etc., is first discussed. A theoretical framework of stress-driven spontaneous buckling of a model spheroidal bilayer
composite system is then established to correlate the surface morphologies of various fruits with their geometries
and material properties. Furthermore, I will illustrate that mechanical self-assembly has enormous potential in
micro-fabrication to induce micro-patterning on non-planar surfaces for making gear-like microstructures, and
creating deterministic ordered surface micro-topologies in polymers through sequential wrinkling. Finally, future
researches on novel applications of mechanical self-assembled structures are envisioned in energy harvesting and
environmental sustainability etc.
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